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Comparing Ethical Concerns Of
Agricultural And General Journalists
Ann E. Reisner
The literature specific to agricultural journalism and
ethics is underdeveloped in that few case studies or surveys
study agricultural journalists' ethical concerns and few articles
compare agricultural with general Journalists' ethical pressures. This article addresses these deficiencies in two ways.
First. it reviews sUiveys of agricultural and general Journalists' ethical concerns. Results indicate agricultural Journalists feel more pressured by advertisers. The article also offers
a selected bibliography of agricultural Journalism case examples and quantitative research on ethics.
In the past several years, agriculture and communication faculties have had ample opportunity to
read articles stressing the importance of. the need for. the approaches
to, and the effectiveness of ethics
training for their students. I All agree
that. as a general prinCiple. university grad uates should know the ethical standards, concerns, and challenges of their professions, Including
developing a reasonable experience
in analy-t:ing moral claims. Communication scholars have compiled an
extensive literature-including illustrative examples, opinion pieces,
analytic articles, and textbooksuseful for classroom Instruction on
ethics. 2 General journalism trade
magazines as well offer a variety of
articles that explore current. ollen
dramatic, examples ofethics-related
problems and newspaper management solutions.

These examples are particularly
useful in that they illustrate the
journalists' constant concern with
ethics In practice; however, relatively
few involve agricultural journalists
or agrtcultural Issues. Additionally,
most of the available matertal on
ethIcs does not examine the degree
and scope of ethics concerns in the
field, another important aspect of
ethlcs,3 The literature specific to agricultural journalism Is underdeveloped in that few case studies or
surveys involve agricultural journalists and few articles compare agricultural with general journalism.
The purpose of this review is to
compare s urveys of generaljoumalists (Anderson. 1987; Meyer. 1987;
Mills, 1983) with surveys of agricu lturaljournalists (Hays and Reisner,
in press; Reisner and Hays. in press:
Reisner, 1988) to look for systematic
differences in the degree and scope
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of ethical pressures the two groups tors' Association (MEA) members
face. The literature Indicates that (37%) a nd National Association of
agricultural Journalists as a group Agricultural Journalists (NAAJ) refeel more Intense pressure from ad- porters (38%) said that advertiSing
vertisers and that they are generally a ttempts to Influence stories were
held to a different standard of what serious ly hannlng the field (Hays
constitutes conflict of Interest. The and Reisner. in press). A similar
second part of the paper Is a selected proportion of MEA members Indibibliography on agricultural jour- cated that pressure from upper-level
nalism ethics designed to provide management (publishers or editors)
Instructors willi a reading list of to s lant s tories to please advertisers
illustrative examples. criticism. and was a s ubstantial threat to the prosurvey research in agricult ural fe ssion (Hays and Reisner. in press).
Journalism ethics.
DISCUSSion about the ethical Implications of economic a nd advertiSing
Differences between mainstream
pressures Is also a major theme in
and agricu ltura l journalists.
agricultural communication newsAdvertiser pressures. Two sur- letters (Johnston. 1989; Staff. 1989)
veys of general Journalists were most a nd conferences (Coodwin. 1987).
concerned with genera l threats to
Agricultural journalists clearly
objectivity (Anderson. 1987; Mills. feel that the ellilcs of some colleagues
1983). While respondents in the are Increasing the difficulty of their
Anderson study frequently men- work. More than three-fourths of
tioned conflict of interest and gifts NAAJ reporiers (76%) and a majority
(freebies) as threats to Journalist of AAEA reporters (64%) agreed that
ethIcs. their primary concern was some agricu ltu ral media bend their
threats to objectivity. They only oc- ethics to please advertisers. More
casionally listed pressure from ad- than a third of NAAJ reporters a nd
vertisers and publishers. Another more than a fourth of MEA editors
national study of newspaper jour- agreed that advertisers pressured
nalists found that 64%ofnewspapers reporters by pointing to the willingstatTmembers discuss issues of ob- ness of other publications or radio
jectivity. balance. and fairness at stations to accommodate advertisers.
least monthly. while roughly a fourth And almost half of NAAJ (44%) and
discuss advertiSing pressures (Meyer. MEA (4 7%) editors agreed that other
1987) at that level of frequency.
agricultural publications' efforts to
A national study of agricultural please advertisers Increased the d ifJournalists found pressure from ad- ficulty of personal efforts to work
vertisers the single most frequently without a ny kind of vested Interest
listed ethical concern (Reisner and (Hays and Reisner. in press).
Hays. In press). A follow-up study.
Theethlcallssues connected with
which asked agrlcuHural Journalists advertiSing pressure suggest a wide
about a range of Issues Including variety of situations that students.
pressure from politicians a nd biased faculty. and profeSSionals should
reporting. also found thatagrtcultural address. For example. advertiSing
Journalists consider advertiser preSSUre often Includes hints.
pressure Ute most Important ethical threats, and demands to use adverIssue faCing their field (Hays and tising or public relations press reReisner. 1989). A substantial mi- leases (Hays and Reisner. In press).
nority of American Agricultural Edl- Newspaper a nd magazine writers'
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cepting any advertiser-Issued copy high percentage of editors (97%) into usIng articles as written (Reisner, dicating that a background In the
1988).4 The regular use of such copy area helped the reporter's work
by most agricultural Journalists (Meyer. 1987),
raises a host of ethical Issues. Can
Most AAEA and NAAJ members
journalists ethically rewrite a press also feel that having a strong backrelease and use it as newspaper- or ground in agriculture is important. If
magazine-generated copy? Should not essential, to reportingagriculture.
they byline a public relations firm or A majority of AAEA (66%) and NAAJ
otherwise designate such material members (58%) Indicated that acaas not generated by the publication? demic experience in agriculture and
Is Uacceptable to use intact sentences journalism were essential requireor paragraphs or should the articles ments for hiring a reporter to cover
be completely rewritten?5 Is it ac- agricultural news (Reisner. 1988). A
ceptable to use trade names? All of significant subset ofAAEA (47%) and
these questions bear on the Issue of NAAJ (33%) members also Included
the public's rIght to know the writer's farm experience as essential. More
than half the AAEA (79%) and NAAJ
corporate ties.
(58%) members lived or worked on a
fann when growing up, while less
Conflict of interest
StudIes suggest that most jour- than 10% of AAEA members and
naUsts (general and agricultural) hold 16% of NAAJ members had had alagricultural and other type of re- most no prev10us fanning contact
porters to different standards of what (Reisner, 1988). Almost halftheAAEA
constitutes a proper separation of a and NAAJ members said they belong
journalist's beat and his or her to ~gricultural organizations6 and a
background and personal interests. majorllyofAAEAand NAAJ members
In most cases, journalists with a said they spend at least 20% of their
history of personal activity In a given time socializing with people in agritopIc area are v1ewed as less able to culture (Reisner, 1988).
In sum, agriculturaljournalists'
cover that area than are reporters
without such histories. Forexample. agricultural background and assoseventy- three percent of daily ciations are viewed as a help, rather
newspaper editors In one study said than a hindrance, in covering agrithat a history of vigorous union ac- cultural issues. However, the potentlv1 tywould hinder a reporter's ability tia! for agricultural journalists to
to cover big business. 46% said that become too close to the organizaa reporter whose parents run a in- tions they cover Is clearly as present
dependent oil company would be in agriculture as it is on other news
less able to report on energy issues, beats. And some feel that agriculand 59% said that an atheist would turaljournalists are already too parbe less able to cover religion (Meyer, tisan. A third of all AAEA editors said
that editors are too close to their
1987). But no editor felt that having
a farm upbringing would hinder be- sources (Hays and Reisner, 1989).
ing able to cover agriculture. and Agricultural journalists also indicated
that agricultural newspaper reporters
95% felt that a farm background
would help (Meyer. 1987). Only the and fann editors are more likely to take
question concerning -having a re- a pro-industry point of view than are
porter with a law degree assigned to general news reporters (ReIsner. 1988).
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The differcultural journalists have had in ences between agrlcullural and gencombining background with their eralJournalists suggest that agriculbeats also needs to be carefully ex- tural communication studen ts would
amined, particularly In light of the benefit from additional discussions
increasing tension between agricu l- in these areas.
ture and various consumer, environmental, and animal rights activ- Recommendations for teaching
Ist groups. Since students from ag- agricultural Journalism ethics
ricultural backgrounds commonly l. Given the relativt!ly limited intake a production-oriented, rather
structional time that most stuthan a consumer point of view on
dents have In agricultural comissues in agriculture. (SagoIT, 1988a.
munication instruction (Reisner.
1988b). agricultural communication
1990), agricultural communicastudents need additional training to
tion faculties should review the
help them analyze the ethical diethics training their students remensions and claims of all sides of
ceive. (A survey ofJournalism and
mass communication programs
agricultural issues.
listed In the 1984 Journalism
Summary
Directory found that only a third
of the U.S. communication proAgricultural Journalists, as a
group, feel more pressure from adgrams have a course specifically
vertisers than do general journalin ethics (Christians, 1985). Other
Ists. 1\vo studies showed agriculcourses may either teach systemtural journalists' principal concern
atic units-many Introductory
was advertising pressure, while gen news writing textbooks include
eraljournalists were most concerned
chapters on ethical reportlng-or
about more genera l Issues of objecdeal with issues as they appear in
tivity and fairness. Quantitative
classes.)
stud ies of agricultu ral journalists 2. Agrtcultural communication fac a lso found advertiser pressures to be
ulties should s upplement the
the most important ethical concern
ethics training that agricultural
of the profession. General Journalstudent receive in their commuIsts routinely include advertising
nication classes, focusing on agpressures among their list of conricultural communication Issues.
cerns, but give far more newsroom
This Includes instruction in the
attention to issues of objectivity,
degree and scope of ethical confairness. and balance.
cerns in agrtcultural communiAgrlculturaljournalists also difcation, with case examples In agfer from general Journalists In the
riculture-specific situations. (See
degree to which their personal backbibliography.)
ground Is considered an asset In 3. Agrtculturai communication faccovering stories. Both agricultural
ulties should also ensure that
and general journalists agree that a
their students receive training in
background in agriculture Is helpful
agricultural ethIcs Issues such as
In covering agriculture, but signifianimal rights . soil and water
cant numbers of agricultural Jourquality, biotechnology. food
safety, soli conservation. and
nalists are concerned that agriculturaljournallsts are too close to the
sustainability.
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